of what results to expect from the actual flight test. This flight test automation concept presents one option to enable rotorcraft flight testing to be done better, faster, cheaper, and safer. The work has been sponsored by a variety of low-key in-house, direct tasking, and small business initiatives and the rotorcraft flight test automation saga continues.
Introduction
Background-Factors such as declining budgets, reduced staffs, increased project cost, and tightened delivery schedules all point to the need to improve the current flight test process. The cost associated with the next generation rotorcraft testing, training, and support, using current techniques, promises to escalate in a predicted hostile fiiscal environment. Vision 21 [l] calls for a reduction in the current test and evaluation (T&E) infrastructure. The Simulation, Test and Evaluation Process (STEP) [2] and DoD Regulation 5000.2-R [3] require modeling and simulation throughout the system life cycle. Zittel [4] reviews the DoD Shulation Support Plan which calls for " ... increasing emphasis on the use of modeling and simulation (M&S) in our acquisition programs to reduce cost and schedule without sacrificing quality or performance." Simulation based acquisition is considered an effective, affordable mechanism for fielding complex technologies and ma!, help to make DoD a "smart buyer" [5] . AutomLated Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) programs and automated test plan programs have been ongoing for some time, as described below.
Related Work

ATPS-The
Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) sponsored an effort to use expert system based tools to automate the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
This SAIC program [6] called Automated Test Planning System (ATPs) involved a joint approach to enhance and standardize TEMP development and review. ATPs includes DoD 5000.2-M chapters in hypertext, ACAT 111 Session Information Window, and Program Risk Assessment Module.
TEP-The Test and Evaluation Plan (TEP) Builder was developed by the Army Test and Evaluation Command, PRC Inc., and the University of Michigan to support Army operational test and evaluation (OT&E). The TEP Builder includes several different programs, including the knowledge base and tool set, that execute simultaneously on a workstation. The TEP was designed primarily for new testers with strong service-related expertise, but little familiarity with the OT&E process [7] 29 U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. Purpose-Flight test automation options focusing on simulation may play a role in reducing the cost and time required to test the next generation aircraft and related systems. A goal of this concept includes developing the capability to run a comprehensive analytical flight test program for a rotorcraft in one day that currently might take more than a year of actual testing. A second goal includes enhancing real-time simulation to better support flight testing. The current generation of operational flight trainers and/or engineering simulators are usually vehicle specific, with no integrated capability to support test plan development and report generation. The current operational flight trainers are also very expensive and are very limited in their ability to support flight testing. Flight trainers are especially limited in their ability to predict loads and in their ability to support at-sea flight test scenarios. If aircraft flight limits, specification limits, and component loads limits were built into the simulation model, this information could be presented on the data plots, to show test team members and others how close the planned flight would approach a limit. This paper discusses how integrating and enhancing flight test automation software and a physics-based simulation model could be used to support and help automate rotorcraft flight testing.
Flight Test Requirements-Aircraft requirements range from concept to disposal over the life cycle of the vehicle. Real time operational flight trainers have been used for years, bit these trainer models usually have simplified rotor models, point source fuselage models, and are vehicle specific. Flight testing can be done on a variety of aircraft models, and the test team members may request information on what happens if a number of parameters are varied through specified ranges, including information on rotor, fuselage, and external loads, on downwash, and information on how close a planned flight maneuver might approach an aircraft limit.
Air Vehicle Simulation-lf there was only one vehicle to simulate, which some people have theorized may be the case in about 2050 [5], the simulation challenge would be relatively small, and there would be no requirement for a standard or generic simulation structure. A Navy flight test activity may work with a wide variety of fured-wing aircraft, rotorcraft, and UAV's, plus related systems. If the activity had the world's best AH-1W model, it could not be used to support H-46 testing, training, or mission rehearsal. If the activity had a good H-46 model, it (could not be used to support H-60 test programs. In this case, having a generic model structure, with a standard model input data format can be used to facilitate model set-up. The model may be implemented as a rotormap model or blade element model. The blade element model may hive either rigid or elastic blades. The rotorcraft in table 1 have a variety of rotor hub types, including teetering (2 bladed) and articulated (3+ blades, and flap, lead-lag, and feathering hinges) configurations. The rotorcraft model may have a variety of inflow models and blade airlciads models. The ability to select the level of model complexity or fidelity required for the specific task is important. Test conditions (i.e., airspeed, altitude, temperature, and rotor speed), test configurations @e., weight and center of gravity), flight control system status, and plot formats for results can be entered in the test matrix for each test. Tests can be selected and run individually or as a group from the flight test matrix. All ten tests in the flight test matrix can be run overnight on a single 150 Mz processor workstation.
Current Status
The Xanalysis program also has a parameter sweep test support option. This means that the test team member could rapidly set up the program to vary a large number of parameters to determine the effect for certain flight conditions. One example includes a six parameter sweep of selected test parameters associated with a low airspeed test of a specified aircraft model. The sweep parameters are presented below, and the analysis required more than 30,000 simulation model t r i m points.
Sweep Parameters
Longitudinal center of gravity 
Future Recommendations
Ongoing work-Work is ongoing to enhance both the flight test automation software and the generic simulation structure. This work includes extending the AFTES testing planning to cover other rotorcraft types of flight testing in addition to helicopter/ship or Dynamic Interface testing. Work is also planned to enhance the report, data analysis, and management sections of AFTES, plus adding voice recognition technology. A larger test plan, test report, and lessons learned multi-service database is needed.
Work is ongoing to develop a PC tutorial on handling qualities, flight controls, and loads testing that is integrated with the Xanalysis generic simulation program. Work is also ongoing to better define the effects of helicopter offaxis coupling, engine modeling, and improved loads prediction capability.
Future recommendations-Enhancements are needed to help optimize both AFTES and Xanalysis to support flight testing.
The generic structure simulation program, Xanalysis, needs to be setup for a variety of rotorcraft and PC tutorials need to be developed for all types of rotorcraft testing. The model's ability to predict loads, interactive aerodynamics, engine dynamics, and edge of flight envelope maneuver limits needs to be improved. Flight test limits need to be built into the program, and a built-in simulation model validation option is also needed. Affordable Advanced Virtual Integrated Test and Training Applications Proposal
